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STRUCTURE AND DECONSTRUCTION
bv

J. Stanley Mathews
College of Architecture

(ABSTRACT) l

My efforts to discover a means of making a more effective sculpture led me to pursue
architecture. The problem with sculpture as I saw it was that it had been deformed over time
from that which marked a place into a placeless isolate. Just as I worked against that place-
less isolate in sculpture, so am I now working against the placeless isolate in architecture.

The aspects of architecture, the site, the plan, elements and materials, although acting
phenomenally in conjunction with other coexisting elements, are often conceived as isolates.
In order to elucidate the interrelation between these aspects at different scales, I turned to
the work of the Poststructuralists such as Jacques Derrida, Roland Barthes, et al. They
outline a deconstructive critical approach to linguistic/literary meaning, which I have used
as a model for understanding the language of architecture. V
Architecture comes into being at the convergence of orders, when ordered and coherent .
human actions (institutions) take place in a locus or place which has been made architecton-
ic. I am for an interrelational and interactive architecture, one which maintains a critical ·
stance vis a vis its locus, its purposes, and its elements and materials. This is not a disas-
sociated and detached abstract "ideal," but a self-conscious choice, made in conviction and
commitment to a coherent and dignified order to human existence.

The design project is an effort to make some of these thoughts operational. The proposal is
for a University Museum at the parking lot at the northwest edge of the VPI Campus. The
project begins with an analysis and critique of the current placeless condition of the site.
The site is restructured with respect to the latent campus structure, which is itself clarified.
The Museum building becomes the focal point of a new axis relating the site and the
Campus. The site becomes a boundary for the Campus and promotes the growth of a coher-
ent campus plan.
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Foreword

This thesis is in two parts, a written project and a design project. The written portion
W

represents an effort to compile a decade of writing, reflection and insights on architecture,
art, and culture.

The design project is an effort to make operational some of the thoughts outlined in the
written portion of the thesis. While many of the criteria in force for the design thesis are
derived from the text, it is not intended as a precise illustration of every detail of that text.
Because it is limited in scale, the design project cannot be seen as an exhaustive application
of each of the many concepts contained in the theoretical text.
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Structure and Deconstruction
Introduction

"What we observe is not nature itself, but nature
exposed to our method of questioning.”

Werner Heisenberg‘

In recent years, it has become increasingly difficult to reck- not in a strict Derridian sense. Many of its concepts and the inappropriate tectonic use and relation of materials. Ason with the profusion of interrelated factors and issues in methods have been adapted to the special purpose of a sculptor, I rejected seclusion, self-containment and thearchitecture. The breakdown of the guiding principles of understanding architecture, sculpture, culture and history. object-spectator distinction in favor of the decentered
Modernism has contributed to the confusion, and popular Deconstruction does not propose universal meaning from sculpture-field-participant continuum. Likewise, as an"Postmodernism” offers little substantial sense of direc- the isolated conditions of a thing. The deconstructive architect I reject the siteless, phenomenally detachedtion. As a result, there is a scarcity of coherent and consis· program does not attempt to read the sign·in—itself; it isolate- building in favor of the decentered and engagedtent structures available to the architect with which to recognizes no singular signifier-signified relation, nor does relation of building to site. Yet these goals are not attain-make sense of the complex concerns of culture, style, tech- it treat either the text or the reader as a singular term in able through scientific and empirical research, nor arenology and environment. In this thesis, I have identified the discourse. It challenges the Modernist concept of the they embodied by most of what is today called architecture.several principal issues from among these, which will be "work” as a unique and independent entity, and proposes
examined as follows: instead the relational and contingent "text."2 The condition of object-sculpture in many ways parallels

the condition of building in the late Modern period. While
l The concept of the isolate in modern art and architec- The sign is examined within the context of complex mean- architecture does not function as a detached vehicle for a

ture- ing and what it signifies in relation to other signs, Decon- Sign in the Same way as sculpture, many Of the principles at
2 The manifestations and significance for architecture structien does not seek to arrive at some final or ideal state work in sculpture are also applicable to architecture,

of transformations in culture. fer the ebject gf analysis; it is not a Modernist "reductive although the relation is neither causal nor linear. Architec-3 Physical and historical engagement and reintegration search fer single principles that define complex phenome- ture is neither simply a complex form of sculpture, nor do
within environmental and cultural frarrleS·0f- na,” since the search for exclusive and hermetic meaning the purposes of architecture directly COrreSpOnd with those
reference. contradicts the very process, Indeed, it is not even 3 fixed of sculpture. Yet the boundaries are rather ir1diStinCt, and

4 Analysis of the syntax of architecture and the tectonic system with established rules_ Its aim is simply to uncever it is not productive to pursue the question "what is sculp-
relation of elements and materials. incensistencies, to bring the centingent to light, se that its ture‘?” relative to the question "what is architecture‘?"

relations and the manifold readings of its configuration They have been important to my thinking inasmuch asThis thesis°°° investigates some alternatives to the interna- and underlying ideelegies within a given context beceme both are, in general, syntactic spatial orderings, and share
tionalized, siteless conditions of Modern architecture. In aPparent_3 the tectonic language of materials.
addition, some of the current manifestations of art and
architecture are assessed. SOn’le neW critical approaches Even before being introduced to deconstructive theory per Both SCuIptul°e and architecture (and culture at large asand strategies are outlined, designed to assist in clarifying se, I arrived at an understanding of serne of the principles well) are undergoing paradigrnatic shifts from Modernity
complex interactions, which at first appear rather ObSCure of deconstruction through observations and reflection on to POStIIlOdernity- As MOdernity WaS nOt solely a stylistic
and Opaque. In order to break down rn0re easily the often inconsistencies within sculpture, the subject of my initial issue peeuliar to architecture, neither are these transforma-
complicated and confused interrelation between the vari- training, Fer a number of years as an exhibiting sculpter, [ tions unrelated and exclusive to each discipline. In fact,
ous aspects of architecture, I refer to the work of the Post- was involved in a critical analysis of the condition of these phenomena display many of the features of thestructuralists, such as Jacques Derrida, Roland Barthes, Modern sculpture and the object, Although I initially Kuhnian model of the scientific crisis of paradigmß Part of
Gregory Ulmer and Frederick Jameson. They have devel- produced objects in the Modernist "traditien," my efferts the purpose of this discussion is to identify certain
oped deconstructive critical approaches to SerniOtiCS and were to discover (or rediscover) 3 means of creating a more COInInOn aspects of these crises of paradigrn, which can in
meaning- ejfective sculpture as a spatial dynamic much greater in part be traced to the condition of Modern culture. Let us

scope than conventional sculptural idioms of form, scale begin eur examinatien with Seuiptute, the medium inDeconstruction informs much of this discussion, in spirit if and figure weuld allow, The problem with Modern sculp- which I first recognized these phenomena.
ture was that it had been deformed over time from a monu-

* While portions of this manuscript refer to a number of writers on ment, or that which marked a significant place, into a
architecture and other subjects, my own original writings in journals aomadie, placeless isotatez the Object. sculpture had _between the years 1978 and l986 form the basis of the thesis, This text become an inadequate vehicle for spatial definition andIS a comptlation and synthests of those writings, and is aimed at . . .
developing architectural criteria. These are also cross-referenced with the pheuomenal mvolveiriem Of the Spectaton This was in
the ideas and published texts of other writers who have either inf1u— Part due to the Precohdlhoh Of iidistanciugii dhd isolahoh
enced my thinking, or whose work I later discovered paralleled my own. inherent in object sculpture, which is often magnified by _
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SC1llpt11I°€ älld Space

"A boundary is not that at which something stops but, as the ‘
Greeks recognized, the boundary is that from which something

begins its essential unfolding.”
Martin Heideggerf

The sculpture of antiquity was often an effort to concretely things ttaatt ar aahaaivihg it ahatraath, as a characteristic that of imperial plunder (fig. 2). These figures were conceived
embody some entity, being or event. Although it was singu· they have in common, we must think of it as the universal power as integral with a site, without which they have only formallar and concrete, this embodiment was also essentially enablihg them to he eermeeted- meaning. Another illustration is the difference between a
spatial. The significance of the Greek Kore and Kouros Mafmce M°’f"““ P°“fY crucifix on the altar of a cathedral, and a crucifix behmdtigures was not so much due to any m1met1c qnalities of Whatever the Original itttemiont the Scuiptutes ot- antiquity glass 1n a museum.PotttettutewhwhthttmtehthatttosSessed<¤¤d@·=d»t*‘@ eemte„.t.t1„e„eh.„e„sg„„..tt„„.eeeyeneetheveiehg . . . . .features are so generalized that they were not likely to have . . . . „ By the nineteenth-century it was prmcipally the pictorial. . . . since been removed from their original contexts for safe- . .been portralts at all); their importance was rather the1r . ,, „ . . ,, . i . and statuary aspects of sculpture wh1ch prevalled (fig. 3).. . 6 . keeping, better·v1ew1ng or simply to add to col ections , tt , B , ,, Ch tcommemorative and place-marking role. Since the In his 1846 essay, Why Sculpture IS oring, ar es
IIl8.I‘l<€d lOC3.tiOn WaS nOt necessarily where the event - ;_ _ _ _ J tv V __t , - _ Jttt/_ tt, JJ Baudelaire describes sculpture as "pai11ting in the round”

ti h ' ' ' - ä ä ß h' h d h ‘ d d' °occurre or w ere the person 11ved or was buried, ltwasit_. gs in 6;/ J w ic one must tru ge a out in or er to lscover a Serlesthe presehee of the memnnent itself in an otherwise _: I Gt °SS¢“*fa“Y fiat "fg“"’“"’S‘ IIff"" SPf°ff‘f°‘* "’h° ""’°l"‘I’S
undifferentiated spatial matrix which created a significant PI 6; läßt? around the figure, may choose a hundred different points
site or chöra: the place of being.? Offen a niche, shrine or I

I\ _I‘I:t i;‘%§=}f‘Li€_’{j I' ·/— of view, except the right one...” During the Modern era astemple was provided for these sculptures, particularly for tt s| +\ I II I * — jtttjß} · well, the site-specific nature of sculpture was ignored.deities, creating a demarcated space or metaphoric domin- I tr Igl 6 t Sculpture became thecommodified, collectable and trans-ion within which the divinity could reside. (fig. 1). The I I .4 t ya fiel t at portable "nomadic" object.“ Modern object-sculpture ISinterrelated object and space constituted together a partic- 1
I ;F‘, t- tt eV E ’ founded on a disruption of object-field reciprocity, and. . . V —— ‘ · P „ - ,t t te e tt It; . . . . .ularly significant place. The two became as one, existing in II s_ gl tf; ‘ _ t ti „ until quite recently, the dislocated, siteless object was. . . -___-- ‘•J

- - at" ft 1-tus-vi- „ . .a reciprocal relationship? itattttt
·’ V le Q t gt „ J __t regarded as the norm}2 As Abstract Expressiomst Barnett

J
I—I I I I V J I * Newman said, "Sculpture is what you bump into when you1 · · vvSpace 1S not the setting in which things are arranged, hut the J _ 2 _ -J · back up to look at a painting.

means whereby the positing of things becomes possible. This
_'*/

means that instead of imagining it as a sort of ether in which all 2 When Sculpture is seen in this way, the entire cOnc€ptual
' „_ , , , J ._ _ , 6 . , framework within which the sculpture object exists is radi-· — ‘ ” ,1 4. Ä' ~ _,;•·‘*’L‘fi°i· r' •·· II ‘„·. ‘ " tx € , .‘*.. Q}. ,__ _ _ 6 // r ef' ‘ _°*IfI___· e cally altered. Such objects are conceived of as self-I *“I"°‘ ‘—.., · contained entities, separated from the time and space of"

' ' d I Ill I d b l'lthe spectator by artificial boun aries, 1 usions, an y t e~„.' ,-·‘:’·· . . . . .¤'-¢I···*"’ gs use of material without regard to its inherent physical
tJi°s_I_I·'° l properties. Far from being related to a specific spatial situ-

tt ation, the object must be perceived as detached from its
surrounding space. The perceptual environment must be

. . .ist " t - gl _t eontrolled to suspend the spatial modalities of the work. AI I VIII
1 variety of "insulators” are needed to divorce the art object

from its environment, to mystify and distance the work
* f ° °l l°t dt d'r t fe ___ rom our experientia rea 1 yan 0 1S up our sense 0

spatial continuity: its space IS not our space. Among these
devices are white museum walls, bases, pedestals, spotlight-
· · ·

_ _

r ing and difference in scale (miniature or other than 1:1).'—

.
1 Reconstruction, Interior of Parthenon with statue of Athena

Parthenos
2 Musée Napoleon, Sculpture Hall

.»:... 3 Sculpture Salon in the Grand Palais, circa 1900. _1 33



“The whole environment brings its weight to bear on the place and rneehanieal systems; brightly eolered pipes, air dnets, r‘1‘-rege 1 -3where there TS e werk et art- vents, cables, wires, tubes. The Modern works on display er ,,1·
1.e Corbusierwere conceived 1n a tradition that demanded an austere

‘*CG- - „ . and tlghtlY Controlled environment in which to best see —- " " ·*·„1;t;„1.Thconsequence of distancing the work to insure that rr, „ . — 1.___ __ A es. . . . . them. Yet, the insulators (pedestals, bases, etc.) were-1theenvironment does not mterfere Wlth lt IS the compro· . . .entirely inadequate to offset the structural1nterferences;m1s1ng of sculpture s potential for spatial 1nteract1on. Most . 1
M . . . . . together Wlth the building the works merely formed one.—_odernsculpture den1es us the significant spatial . . 1 . . - _. cont1nuous visual salade meozse. It was very ted1ous and "’°’aspectof sculpture, and we are offered instead the com- t, _ t th_ H t_ H lf h _ th_ _ ,_ -1 -1 1 __1... . .. . . 1r1n oee 1sc . · _‘ — 1, ‘·
pos1t1onal or p1ctor1al qual1t1es, the fin1sh of the material, g S 0 eceou a an Our m 115 envumi ‘4
h . r . . d. 1 13 S 1 ment was enough to bring on the sort of numb1ng reactiont e reputation o the artist, or 1tS commo lty va ue. cu p- which one may experience in a supermarket, overstuffed1turbecomes an intellectual or purely aesthetic excercise W.th d. .n Ort t r d t d d t. .. . 1 1 a 1zz 1 ass men o ro csan a er1 n .rather than a spatial experience. Inherently conceived of as ,, P U

Y
S1

.rspatiallyrelational, sculpture is forced into the position of Not Surrmsmelh the POP Werks Of The 1960 S’ Suchas.
. . . . . . . Andy Warhol s Brzllo Boxes, did not seem at all affected bythe spatial zsolate. This 1S 1n fact, one of the major pr1nc1·

ples of Modern art the hlacets 5
r '

I t' fth ' 1 t' frh 1‘ 1 th t' 1 ‘ . . 4~—··+ -..Ä‘
1."Anytimethe object has become specific, singular, dense, articu- rnärfc WF O

r
6 m en 10.HS O ebar IS ,1 reääera

1latedand self-contained, it has already succeeded in removing mo a Hy O Scu pture Commues to C epatla ' 6 Scu htm- ..-1 r·—1itselffrom sr,ese_»· may choose to conceive of an object without regard to 1ts { *:4*1 ,11.. 1e__e T
·*RobertMonislr ultimate environment, but that setting will nonetheless er " e”e°tgrj ’t
‘’’affehow the work is perceived. Similarly, distancing can 11 ee le1.. . . · · · · 1 1’Becault exists in our space, (rather than the illusory result rrerh the use or rhetertele rh rrhPleuerhle eohhgursh

. . . . . .
_

I r r r r r mei,.,11space of pa1nt1ng)1t 1S very difficult to try to see sculpture hehe, tueehststeut With then mhßtent propemes and
. . . 1 . · · · <« · "~‘ ~·"Outef the eehterrt er tte eurreuhdmge The srtuetreh urrtd eharaeteristics, since, as Merleau-Ponty observeS, a thlng

1recentlyof the Museum of Modern Art in Paris at the 15 e thrhg because, Whetetler rt uhPerts te us, rs rmparted I;. 1rl,.. . · · · · >· r ’.*¢,5;„11.<; ‘ > , 1 ""‘ . 1 , »Centre Pomp1dou was a classic example of this. The through the ven orgeruzetreh 9f¤1s eeherhle eePeetS· 16 We66we11e„ ef the museum Were mereh, heh_Srrueture1 reem snspend our perceptual credulity when, for example,a1
1.dividers,and extended up only about halfway to the ceil- glveh uee et stehe dTSP1aYS H0 ETPPHFBHY Welghß Orwh@¤.

° ° ° 17 ° ' ' .1 1 ...<>‘e,° T=ßr„1 O __ ‘ ’·*•'—~· ·· 1 _ N.- Hr ’ Ltum Overhead Wes e eemp1eX rretwerk ef errpeeed Strueture1 plastic 1S used to simulate wood. An art1culat1on of inher-
1entmaterial properties and the means by which something 5
is assembled only serves to intensify the material and include Aliee Aycock, Mary Miss (fig. 5) and Athena Tacha;” Spettet Preeehtheee er the Werk- (fig. 6). Yet the awareness of the disrupted figure-field rela-

tion is by no means limited to sculpture. John Cage’s
e — --1 ·•.—1?__r1e 1 ‘ · An effectwe sculptural experience is one in which the spec- eeneept ef silence may be understggd as makingmanifest

tator IS a total participant, physically and psychologically. the nnnetjeed " Ound” et- "t]e]d" within and a ainst• • • • gr g

{ This IS why some contemporary sculpture avoids the pitfall whjeh musica] "§gtn-e" is develOped_of distancing by engaging the environment. There are a
e

variety of responses to the dislocation and distortion of the My Own seulpture is an effett te diminish the physical and
·~ object-field and figure-ground reciprocity. Among the first Psychological distance between the spectator and the work

to bl'lI1g to llght the l'€l3.t1OI1 of 0bj€Ct-tO-SPBCC W€I'€ th€ itself iriterests are to aehieve. a spatial effeetivenesse a
Minimalists, such as Robert Smithson, Don Judd and
Robert Morris. Site sculpture is a further manifestation of _ _ _4 Centre Pompidou, Interior, Main Lobby.the des1re to re-engage the site as mtegral and not merely 1 .r r 1 h

_ _ _ _ 5 Mary Miss, Untitled, 1973, Lower Manhattan.{ S incidenta to t e work. Artists working in this genre 6 Athehe Teehe, Streams, 1976, Oherhm Ohm r44



sculptural "occupation” of space. Using "ambient,"
impoverished materials, the sculpture is a matter of the

., makin of a site rather than the makin of a thin . Some
A A Q ;iA_A,A — examples are the simple stone arches, built without mortar

VVJVMXVVÜWLVWVVfrom the stones as the la on the ru1ns of tro 1 d1te dwell- V«··~··~a;7;;, " 9— A; — I _A mgs; nothing 1S added or removed, an 1ntervent1on simply ’“„» ..77
7 took lace. In the case of the interior installations com- .. , ‘ _
*"I;/, }

9 • • • • ’7 mon lumber IS bent into com lex constructions which are ,. 7r\
held together by pressure and friction alone; no na1ls or «7 ,

'C t
9

• ••’ge Q, e ~.5* glue IS ueed. The elements push and stram against the
„}_r.-«;Af boundaries of the confinmg space. 77 7—1li

‘•V *_ I am tIOI' a SCUI tL1I°€ that ad(II'€SS€S and de C1”1(IS OH, I°€aCtS» -~. ' I., V V · r '. ‘ , « ‘ _ \_ A , • • ‘
'.·I_-—·*""*‘ I ~— · ·· · to and complements the salient features of the place in~I 7* ?¢•.·I »·§ä· - ~ . ·I —"' , ,. . .which lt IS 1nstalled, that takes possess1on of that place, 10

catalyzes that place and with it creates a symbiotic sculp- ··The bridge gathera the earthtural context. Since context is variable, sculpture cannot be as landscape around the stream.”
- . . . . . .3 fuI1C[10l’l of SOI‘I1€ flX€(I, SlI'1gL1IaI' OI° l1HlV€I°SaI style, but Martln Heldeggerls9 • -must be an adaptable strategy. In these works there IS no

A--·—-—r attem tto discover an universal order; there IS 0nl the9 · d€S1l'€ to 1l’1t€I1Slfy the aWaI‘€I'1€SS of what 1S pI°€S€l”lt b€fOI'€

’

'ZV « ,

j7

V VI h 7 Stanley Mathews, Arches, 1981, Vauvenarges, France. AH: 8 Stanley Mathews, Canyon Installation, 1981,Aix-en-Provence,‘ V7 France.
9 Stanley Mathews, Installation, 1982, American Center, Paris,

France.
771}*I.VL ' ßi 10 Bridge over the Rio Grande gorge near Taos, New Mexico. 7 V9s



Dislocation and Reintegration in Postmodern Culture.
The phenomenon of universalization, while being an advance-
ment of mankind, at the same time constitutes a sort of subtle
destruction... In order to get on the road toward modernization,
is it necessary to jettison the old cultural past which has been
the raison d’etre of a nation?

Paul Ricoeur‘°

If the object/field dislocation was an inadvertent feature of _ - latcd· Human Scalc and lnc SPcclncS ot Placc and lccal
Modern sculpture, it was the sine que nen et} Mederniet identity are disregarded in favor of stat1st1cs and stan-
architecture. The "nomadic" Modern sculpture object in dardized planning. Such approaches have engendered a
its museum is the analogue of the isolated, self·referential, V HclldaY lnn acslncuc cf unlVcl'Sal Placclcccncaa
cube-for-anywhere building, withdrawn from the clutter of V
the city in its open greenspace; it can support no interfer- V V ,_ “

ences impinging on its seclusion. Considerations of site TT ._ ._ 7
TTE”?““”h°’° ThmTTTghouT The woTTTT° OTTTT TTTTTTS-The Same TTTTTTT

„ . . T
· *

TT Ä, L'! " ”_TT :*5 -
” “ - V IIIOVIC, the SSJIIC slot IIIHCTIIIICS, tl'l€ S8.II1€ pl3.StlC Ol' 3ll1XIllIlLlIHand culture were disregarded in favor of universal and V »

-1}idealprinciples of design and utopian social visions which ga Ä ·~
;,V,

·{:,i;; gji Paul Rleneurzraspired to transcend the "realities" of context. The —e;l‘V §.;_~ Ü; °° TT l T
-‘alienatedcondition of architecture has in part been the _ , T et V _ _
result of reductive and positivistic attitudes towards use, .. ln lcccnt Ycalsv Pcstlncdcrnlsm has Surfaccd as tndmaldr
which tend to reduce institutions to normative, functional — __ T V

TT ZTTOFOPT to dlSm3IlTl€ the Modermet agendas on which all
neeeesitygo Driven hy the Model-njsl ";·gdugtive search fol- A- ‘- s ,•·-' T of this IS blamed. Postmodernism in architecture is often
single principles that define complex phenomena,” T ’TT P TZ - _ _ _ __ V V
formalist approaches to architecture arbitrarily isolate, ,_ T
delimit and quantify complex and interrelative phenomena T T- T _. V ,
as a self-contained set of functional variables.2‘ Supposed·
ly, architecture might then be solved virtually algebraically T Ti _

”°> TT **·~„ 'TT.TT’TT TTT‘-~\\ / "~—~.„_ T „{T
as a "problem."22 But architecture is not a science and it is ee V " ‘·=.T~°‘T ”?r— „V _ Ö, V
Tfatoo simplistic to address architectural questions as logi- ne T - /T tg . -cally solvable "problems." ‘T

V
TDesthe noble intentions of the Modernists, their vision TV• ”
.7hlargely filtered down to us in the now ubiquitous, unin- T V._VV
viting windswept malls and plazas of our cities. The inter- ( Q- "

”·
V_natiosameness coopted by technocratic expediency T-

Tall but obliterated global diversiTY» and regional varia- T Tg
. . . ·T·~t1onsand references become trite, impotent and encapsu-

Ve
*7:.- *' * :3. = -. -

criticized relative to Modernism on the basis of formal
characteristics and style. However, Postmodernism is not‘n‘"

just a style," neither is it exclusively an architectural
phenomenon, nor is it so consistent and monolithic a thing

V,_ as the simple rubric "Postmodern” would have us believe.T
V

”-}.- T
Postmodernism is, rather, a general cultural condition of

l V V, V; postindustrial society, elements of which may be found in
„ - __ VVVVVVVVV V VV „ Ti··;‘, T-T- all aspects of culture. When this condition is treated as a

.e V -— ~ "text” and subjected to deconstructive scrutiny, we may
elucidate some of its underlying ideological codes. This is

.„..,„__ „... -· - not an easy task because, as Roland Barthes states, "the
V V V ll Heteh Anywhere USAV reluctance to declare its codes characterises bourgeois

- - T T- -T · V V V VT TV 12 Albany Mall, New Yerln society and the culture issuing from it: both demand signs
V T . „~ V. · T - 13 L.A. Strip. which do not look like signs.”2" Vll -6



In any culture, social order is established and maintained architect (or artist, or writer) may blend a variety of
by culture·defining codes, the system of legitimizing codes "colors” from this spectrum, the work may betray abiasor

myths or meta-narratives, on which the society and its towards one tendency or the other. I would like to outline
1deals are founded. In a t1me when these codes are effec- some observat1ons on these tendenc1es(wh1ch are
them-tivelyunchallenged, images and artifacts consistent with selves more s1gn1fcant than the label "Postmodern”) but I (Ä ,„that cultural narrative are created and diffused within the would also like to extrapolate from them, and examine T AA F P QZ.. . . . . . . . . . . . Z _society to contmuously remforce and to leg1t1m1ze the some of the 1mpl1cat1ons and poss1b1l1t1es they offer. In the. - . Z Z1system.(Some very s1mpl1st1c examples are "The Wh1te extreme, these are the React1onary Postmodern and the _(_„_(—(_(((Man’sBurden," "Blondes have more fun...f’ etc.) In the Critical Postmodern. _ ' T F ÄA A
Modern1st era, widespread appl1cat1ons of the mach1neFi.. . . . . . 5;,'*--—»»metaphoart, arch1tecture, pol1t1cs, and so forth) under- The Reacuonary tendencies are characterized by a roman- TY T'
Tscorethe v1s10n of hope and promise of mechamzed soc1- t1c p1·eoccupat1on w1th the past and a nostalg1c effort to ,_
1etyAt present, the available Meta-narratives are no longer reclaim and reintegrate with what is considered a "lost · § _ A

• • • • • • • •un1versally perce1ved as val1d and lack the unan1m1ty of h1story." Examples are films l1ke Chmatown and Star
TTconsenneeded for even basic legitimation and cultural which refer to l930’s serials, the classical revival in paint-cohes1on. Yet the cr1s1s tends to be perce1ved symptomat1- 1ng(Bertocc1, fig. 14), and IH architecture (AlanGreenberg,cally

as a series of isolated phenomena (questioning of fig. 15). The most extreme cultural manifestations of this
AA"traditi0nal”roles, etc.) rather than as a general crisis of tendency are non-critical attempts to quote from and revive 14

A 11 · · '
meta·narrative, partly because the hidden codes pervading past culture- defining codes which are associated with peri-
all aspects of bourgeois and capitalist society are made to ods of strong cultural identity. These include political
appear 1mmutable. qonservatism, nat1onal1sm, zenophob1a, 14 Carlo Bertoccn Tympamum l984(_ _ _ _ _ _ ( Rambo d1PlomaoY)• robglous f¤¤d¤m@¤tahSm, tradb 15 Alan Greenberg, Manchester Courthouse, 1978-80,Whrlo Modormsm Was rfsolf far from m¤¤¤hth¤=, rfs t1onal" family values, a sent1mental deference to women, Connecticut
diverse mamfestations in art, architecture and indeed
throughout culture, generally encompassed a rejection ofTThistoricalcontinuum and traditional models. The vision *7 iÄ_((_(((((‘TT=T·1 ·was, after all, of a “I'1€W” societY, and "tradition” would A 1 ZZ,.I, 1··11 =F'FZF«
,beof l1ttle use where new cultural, econom1c and techno-
logical models were required. In light of the resulting
sense of historical disorientation, much of the activity of
the Postmodern Condition involves a confrontation with
Q_((((thatdislocation and the re-orienting of culture. A _T — ( AAAAAAAAAAAÄFAAÄT

Ä?QT. . . . . 2 Ä : 16,T== T·‘‘T‘’‘1 “ A .1T,"··~durlngM J

1.lacquesDerr1da-, —_ Z—TA

Postmodern confrontation with historical dislocation
<, Q

“*occurs1n several ways. We may now béglll to draw some
„·d1st1r1ct1onsbetween the general tendencies commonly
insubunder the term "Postmodern." In pract1cal "1‘T
terms there IS by no means a clear black and white polar1ty
between these tendencies (there are of c_ourse infinite
shades of grey), it is nonetheless worth establishing them
1aspoints on a cultural spectrum. Although the individual °‘ T
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and so forth.2“ The effort is to re·locate and re-legitimize c’est la méme chose!) The dislocated past, including that of \QQ. Y 4 Q Q
Qsocieby re-tracing the steps "back” to a past which is, as recent Modernism, becomes a neutral pool of free floating är °‘*
Q.ofteas not, idealized. This is a way of avoiding meta- sources which may be borrowed at will. "History” here isnarrat1veVcr1s1s and the challenge of progressive cultural seen not so much Vas Va vibrant ongoing entity, like a lake, to V·re-definitionwhich the new building 1S a feeding stream, but as a k1nd 'of Dead Sea. It is not a question of a revival, since it is notViiB

contrast, the sense of cultural and historical disorienta- the specific model which is important; it is, rather, the
tion may become in itself a kind of nihilistic fetish (I generalized reference, simply recognized as "historical.” It
believe this is at the root of Punk). Or again, a critical is a way of making the new appear "not new” and comfort- ‘ Q
Qstancmight be taken, acknowledging and accepting the ingly familiar. What is referenced is simply the apparent
Q.“"dislocatiand reevaluating the present and the past from monolithic pastness of history, of which, it would seem, =‘_

VQirevisioperspectives. The Critical tendencies confront legitimation is part and parcel. "History" becomes a -=-_:
the breakdown of culture-defining codes, utopian vision collectively imagined frame of reference within which thßand the phenomenon of dislocation, engaging at the same architect locates the architecture. This is particularly
time in critiques of tradition and history. In architecture, suspect in the instances of corporate or governmental V
Robert Venturi offers one example of this tendency. The architecture where symbolic reference is made to imp _.._
Trubeck and Wislocki houses (fig. 16) maintain the or obliquely totalitarian epochs, invoking an a priori legiti-
’/vernacularcharacter of Nantucket architecture, without mation of the power and authority of that institution. ·
being revivalist or sentimentally romantic. The desire is to Ricardo Bofill does this in his Abraxas project in Marne-
expose alternatives which provide diversity and freedom of LaVallée (figs. 17 and 18). A Felliniesque Roman Imperial
action, instead of mere instrumental legitimation of an colossal order is employed in this government subsidized
ineffective status·quo. housing project for low income families. Given the fact that

QVt etenants are largely from former French colonies, the VV
Q1Thus,the diverse architectural manifestations of the Post- imP€rial content is hard to ignore. Thesc Patterns arelimoderncondition characteristically involve efforts to consistent with the crisis-of·paradigm described by
reconsider architecture in relation to contexts: physical, Thomas Kuhn, where an old paradigm tries to accomodate Q. Q»~·‘ Qi
cultural and historical. Some forms of Reactionary and absorb the rise of the new by a "pulling and stretch-
2architectureattempt through symbol to refer to the histori- ing of terms in the name of vanguard aesthetics [which is] Q 1; F 1 V1 ‘ ..-—22.-.VVV Q VVVV.calcontext. Yet the result is often a pastiche of dislocated actually historicism..."2° = .QVV_

QQIilzii
1symbolsapplied to that which is nonetheless
oftenuuuusivsduf us u Msdsruist isululs (Plus su shsugs plus some Qiiemaave mms or re-positiouing and re-iocaung [ * flarchitecturewithin a context are suggested by the Critical ———·=.=__;- —_, ‘* **~ QQ

V V6 VVVV .. ~ ._ V V . 2 tendencies. Where Reactionary architectureemploysQ
· [QQÖ. V1 "historical" symbols and superficial context, the Critical

Ö r V · V i is concerned with signs, place-making and a criticalre-V’ V2; ,6V * Q ' evaluation of history and context. Aldo Rossi, Robert 18
jf>°2QQQ Q Q · 2 Venturi, Mario Botta and Luigi Snozzi have, in different

V V V ways, examined some of these possibilities, with varying:· VV _ degrees of success.
, ‘2 — ‘__.QQ there is MQ to be „„dQ.-md from history, _ _ icardo Botill, Les Espaces d Abraxas Housing,_ V Q than the isolated symbol, the static, preserved images, the Mame_I£yaHéeV 1983V

V V V .· — 1 _ .Q V V V V V
Q

V d€taCh€d pediments, in 3. Musuem. Ricardo Bofiii, [gs Espaogs d°Abi·gXas Housing,
16 · · ‘ “ = · . · ' Architecture can re-engage the signs and structures of a Mame-LeNa11ee, 1983. V
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vibrant and ongoing history and become part of the living 2,. ."text1le" of the site, chöra or locus.3° V i-
*,*2 6 Ä- .11es„ . n 1V --V.Alocus IS a place easily grasped by the memory...

1Rad Herenntum (86-82
iImy understanding, there are three approaches to the ._V .i. . .way architecture may be relat1ve to the locus. The first IS

• • • • • • •Dtslocatton: In this case the building 1S a self-referential
itaun1que compositional whole, aloof from 1ts surround-_ _ _
ings, or the addition of some new and spectacular feature ‘s,•to

ornament the locus. The cumulative result of dislocation V. .—·~IS the chaot1c landscape. The second approach IS Corttextu· . _
al Accommodation, or the non-critical contextual co·opting
of superficial features of the visual landscape.32 This lo
means the preservation of some artificial, static or s
picturesque image of the context. The locus IStr1v1al1zedand

treated as a kind of dead animal which is stuffed and 2 ;VVV, _ .1 V_,_._ V
mounted. The third and most challenging approach is that
of Critical Engagement. A building might actively engage
the locus as a living matrix, not merely passively respond 2’’°’ 2·. ‘ —to some static "context.” It may provide enhanced7parametersor a clarification for the ongoing development __ _VVlf•

• • • • • •of the locus.°3 This implies a "s1te-spec1fic” relationship
between building and context"‘ analogous to that of site- i
s ecific scul t re ss ... 2 °f --•~

P u · 1.. -2:-_-_j'__ ..’“
. . . . .In the natural landscape, an architectonic med1at1on might, , , ·2;:introduced to allow a more 1nt1mate engagement of ‘.
V. .bu1ld1ng to S1t€.36 20

·. . . . . 3 -:2.1bulldozmg of an trregular topography mto a flat S1t€ IS sgägäebé-1%,
. . . . , ‘ »'„ -clearly a technocratic gesture which asp1res to a cond1t1on of

Vabsoplacelessrzess, whereas the terracing of the same site to 1}.-3;-' °._V _ ‘ V1 ·; “ 2 _ —- «— ^ 5*'__ _ _ _ ·- *,1,1 e-1 ·..„;·rethe stepped form of a bu1ld1ng IS an engagement 1n the ‘ ·· 6 .. 'Vact of "cultivating” the site
Kenneth Frampton’”' 2 ‘ 2 ‘ 2. 1 ·I ·° Ä

The Wlth the dlSl0C8.t€d blllldlllg 1S I10t lSOl8tl0H
5per se(1ndeed, lt may be part of a dense development), but -· 2

that lt does not belong to any prevailmg order of the land- ,**1;.;%} 1 >
A 2 ~_

V V V Y j NV
_. 1•V V__N

.‘scape.A simple example of this IS the building which 1S ·· 19 AP‘=“’*m°m Bl°°k· “°‘=" Cl°"°la“d·>‘ *1 •
~ · “ ‘·§,?1é^1“‘·• ’ T 20 Charles Moor Piazza d’Italia 1975-80arbitrarily skewed to the prevailmg grid orientation of the · _j;1_„1. ..?t·}·_«.»§,_j-2 ;’§¢°!(é"’“ „ 1, _ Qt V °’ ’_ ° __ _ _ _ _ , jgl G-- · - ·, ¤- '* '- · .,,- 1:,. 21 Mario Botta, House, 1981-82, V1 anello, Switzerland.street An accumulation of individual] dislocated build- 1· 11;* -· { :1-E 1** · r - « En • sv . . g_ ° _ _ _ y ·' 4;,2 · fn: ., 1 22 Suburban Hous1ng near Baltimore, Md.1ngs collectively comprises a chaot1c landscape. The ( · 1; “*‘~‘- 1 ·‘ 1i 23 Boston City Hau, circa }go7_ _1 21 2 g



architectonic order and character of the natural and man- Architecture begins where structured human activity (insti-
made landscape must be revealed and developed.3° The tution) takes place in a locus which has been reckoned with
building may then be developed out of an understanding as a coherent landscape and made into an architectonic
and apprehension of that rationally-considered landscape. site. It is by rebuilding the site, the context, with dignity
The possibility arises of the building not as an aggressive that the isolated condition of Architecture may be ended at
imposition on the site, but as a collaging within the matrix long last,
of the locus or chöra. The coherent landscape, in this
sense, is that locus which has been reckoned with and may The Architect must consider the institutions of human
be apprehended and grasped by consciousness. That reck- activity and the nature of spatial perception, not the
oning may be a physical intervention in the landscape or abstractions of complex plan geometries or image·making.
simply a conceptual system. In the western United States, The plan ideally should be diagrammatic of these institu-
the national survey grid made it possible to conceive of tions. Yet the relations here are distinctly non-causal and
and orient oneself within vast undifferentiated open resist scientific method. A coherent, rational approach
spaces.3" does not mean a logical positivist approach. In the end,

functionalist reductions and behaviorist prescriptions
Of course, the extant fabric of context and landscape, merely lmlioii arblmiry ind Oufinmg Parameters On

. .....humanact1v1t1es and 1nst1tut1ons.particularly urban, IS in many tnstances m total disarray.
For the disordered and chaotic locus to be madeapprehen-sible,

architects must intervene to reveal or synthesize the
order of the landscape. This necessitates a critique of the
extant order and character of the site relative to the reali-
ties and structure of the locus, in order to distinguish
between the surface appearances and underlying struc-
tures."° Yet, there is no objective litmus-test, no scientific
solution to assist the architect in this. Criteria for judge·
ment cannot be a matter of arbitrarily delimiting incon-
sistencies as though they were quasi-algebraic functions.
These only perpetuate the reduction of architecture to
universalized problem-solving..

. . . ‘ #·‘ sta
The "Sense of Place,” the genius locz (1f one may still use
~‘thesetired phrases), is not a function of some spectacular ~—Q'°‘— ~ el

*architectural event. It is created through habitual action
·?

4 'é .. ·:-S? _ Qand memory in a distinct place which has its own order ' {tg'! \«\M‘ ‘ l
and character.“ What is the source of order in architecture i Mu: *=„ V g ' . . _·i4‘ —’
if we reject abstract geometric and mechanistic idgals? , ‘.. QV?
Architectural order originates in an architectonic under- ‘ t$$‘:&‘ ‘t‘§ Q_·—·‘ T
standing of the institutionfz Without an order and — (Z; -—¤ Qsignificance to human actions, there is no reason for .
architecture. Without family there is no home and
nohouse;without a celebration of death, no tomb or ceme-

ll

tery. Architecture is then the embodiment of an institution 24 Stanley Mathews, Restructured Site on the Campus of
within alOCuS.VirginiaTech. Q( 2* ’ 10



The Deconstruction of Things
Disimpaction and Tectonic Syntax

‘ Marco Polo describes a bridge, stone by stone.
"But which is the stone that supports thebridge?”Ä

Kublai Khan asks.
"The bridge is not supported by one stone oranother,”-

Marco answers, "but by the line of the arch that they form.”
Kublai Khan remains silent, reflecting. Then he adds:
"Why do you speak to me of the stones? It is only the arch that
matters to me.”

Polo answers: "With0ut stones there is no arch.”
Italo Calvino, Invisible Cities

The technocratic tendency to reduce complex phenomena
to a set of simple variables has, as we have seen, aggravated
the dislocation of architecture from all aspects of its T __ _
·environment.Land- and city- scapes have become collec- p {_ Tl
tions of isolated buildings, like sculpture-objects displayedgia museum, since the building-as-object and not its situa- _ . ',,5*vis-ä—vis the locus has preoccupied the architect. Yet
—difficulties which arise from such a narrow considera-
iltionof architectural issues are not limited to the building T..x_'l‘.Ü.&T —_ "
Fg;context. Although interacting phenomenally, site, plan, , —· Ü
,"‘l;elements and materials as well, are often considered as l 1, ‘
,,;,,_*lfisolates and no longer have any distinctive iden— $,-4.,
tity in themselves. Much of contemporary architecturebears witness to the dual reductions of architectural Ä. . F ‘ "· ~ ___element(stairs, columns, etc.) to anonymous, standardized ’“';•l\,—,,.% Tl
6*clichésand of building (as tectonics) to mere expedient ‘° ;_
assembly. Buildings are conceived as solutions to standard C‘*·‘°l,¤,.” ‘
,proand architectural elements have been subordinat- ··
ed to overall composition and image, and normative gener- _ j Ä «_,alifunction. Elements are often simply specified from a wg {
catalogue of standardized and predetermined parts, ignor- _ li Tg
3ithe manifold particular conditions of use and configu-
.l.i,l,‘— tionwithin a given building. We are left with the general ‘<, . in · *i':T.}I« .il · . l Ä ‘ e "?l‘¥·“"’ l*«’g‘g ...125

case, not that particular, peculiar thing which may be
"grasped by memory.”"3 Little thought is given to the play

K of light on the stair, or how the train of the evening gown -
flows against the treads, or the sound of the childs’ step. A
window becomes a light-admitting-aperture, a column is ai' gl
vertical-support-element, a stair is but part of the vertical-‘; circulation-system.

"·""' ° ·· ·
Preconceived constructions are employed as a shorthand' IV 0 l l U

E l l way of avoiding confrontation with the complexity of an‘ " idea. This is analogous to the use of clichés in writing. No_.
ä _ thought is required, but expression is lost. The element inG‘/ l 25 Stanley MallTwS° Alcll lll ll Stone Qllallll 1982 such a state becomes concealed, un-revealed or "invisible.”3 MM Bourgogne, France.

26 From GruneHelden Gravemonster, by Ironimus. ‘ _26 0 Ä 11



In architecture (and art as well, as we have seen) these sary to create that identity. Such elements may be consid- On the west side of the reading room, the wall surface isdifficulties in part result from the isolation of elements as ered as impacted with preconceptions. Impaction means articulated and differentiated from the supporting walluasi-al ebraic terms. B extendin the analo of writin the state of bein closel fixed or ti htl wed ed. At times behind. This structural wall is an uninterru ted concretevP
elements and their interrelation may be clarified if consid- it is therefore necessary to deconstruct or dis-impact the mass. The suface wall of white-painted concrete block, doesered instead as quasi-linguistic terms, graphemes or obscure and complicated condition of elements into the not touch any other surface; the corners are cut away tophonemes, in a contingent text-of-relation."*" component terms of the "text" where relationships may be reveal the structure beneath. The cut and reveal down the

more clearly seen. What the element "says” and how it is middle extends the discourse into one of source and
Ä [_ Ä configured must be scrutinized in light of what it actually hierarchy."°"* gäw Y .1 1 · _ "shows” or reveals about its condition. This allows us to1 „_ _ re—create or construct-in-seeing for ourselves the element Architecture may thus be considered as the re-creation and• • • • • • •and the coming- 1nto·be1ng of the complex whole. revealtng of the complex mteractions of multiple and

·diverse elements rather than as the trans arent resenta-. , . . . . . ° . PIn Mario Botta s Ca uchme Libra there IS an elo uent t1on of a sim le whole. While the ur ose of the resent
exam le of this in the dialo e of surface and structure. in u1 1S a clarz tcatton, this IS not to sa an mformational

· ~··~i I · .. *1 ( • ,2 ’”"'7·„^Y :.Q1:.=,;„--2 V €—?.:;“S »’Ä—QÄ =@l ·· . 1 _. * - 9: ‘é,7·~ __ :1:,Ä — T.

‘•* #E:’·*§, 2Y "V;Ä_' ~;- 21 ._ ({‘?7‘¥•~i"" ·1 Ä., T Q 2 • 2 . . r_ .„ ’ Y _

·- '
' “Ä·1

I 1 *}*.+2 Ü
27

Y‘ 1
1...noelement can function as a sign without referrmg to anotherr__Q _ ·: _ - _rr· r‘..-
e ement w ic i se is not sim resen . is in erweavin Q YY1 11 ht1f p1yp 1Th 1gresultsin each "element’L·phoneme or grapheme—be1ng”’’1[_g Q1

. . . . .constituted on the basis of the trace within lt of the other Q
elements of the chain or system... This interweaving, the textile,
·ithe text produced only in the transformatton of another text. r — 1
Nothing, neither among the elements nor within the system, is ‘ f _ 1Ä

, r _*._nnYeVer srrnPlY Present or ebsent· ""
.-Jacq eDerrida" 1

·' _Q r. . . . .:Q*..Toreveal this mterplay, lt IS first necessary to dismantle the 1.QQQQ
(tanled textile of cliche and erfuncto su Osition which Ä. - (11: Ä., ,,.„. Ä rsrenders the elernent Yet elements become S0

I rr 2.7 A Robert Rauschenbcrg „text,,r Estate, 1962encumbered w1th preconceptlons and assumptlons that •v 11'Y 28 Mario Botta Library Capuchin Monastery 1976:797 7 1 7they not only lose any d1st1nct1ve 1dent1ty, but they are also _ Lugang, 5„itZ„}a„d_
110 longer capable of rising to any p0etic potential neceS·

28
29 Mario Botta, Library, Capuchin Monastery, detail. 1'12



clarity The goal is the complex and often ambiguous poet- housedoorwallwindowroom, but as a textile within which An architectural element must be capable of existing both
ic potential, the reduction of obscurity and lack of identity. each element is at once distinct and in a complex interac- as a thing in itself and as a double-reading, double-
To achieve a poetic potential, the architect must avoid both tion with other elements. To be sure, a thing itself cannot functioning element. Thus the element is at once neither
the simple presentation of illustrative transparency and the criticize, but the architect can configure it in such a way as wholly isolated, nor entirely subsumed into the whole.
overcomplication of obscurity. Here, the poetic does not to bring about a critical dialectic, to cause the element to While the field of inquiry in the present discussion is
mean a return to some romantic ideal, but a redemption of be perceived as it is, yet also as it in itself "comments” on focused on architectural elements and the relation between
the richness of the tectonic discourse of architectural its condition, relation or confi ration: s uareness, round- them, this kind of critical dialectic can also be a lied toSu (I PP
elements.‘*”’ ness, thinness, materiality, assembledness, attachedness, or any mediation between architectural term and contingent

even historical or archetypal relation. "field": roof and wall, building and site, site and land-
"Tektonik” referred not just to the activity of making the scape, and so on.
materially requisite construction...but rather to the activity that Since it i5 within the asgetnblage that the relations
raises this construction to an art form...The functionally between elements are established, and their identity
adequate form must be adapted so as to give expression to func- . . . . . . Let us attempt to use the method outlined in order to see. . . . defined, lt 1S especially the mediating, connecting, bound- _ _ if _ _tion. The sense of bearing provided by the entasis of Greek ery Conditions Which are Oi, particular interest In light Oi, hgw tt Speeifie element might be deeenstyneted et- dlstm-
columns became the touchstone of this concept of Tektonic. _ _ ° aetedf consider the window: Te sa that it is an O eninP Y P SStanford Andoraonw the intertextual relation of the term to the whole, let us now I _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

eeeeider the eeeee t f h ll _ in 30 in the wall, a l1ght-adm1tt1ng-aperture, 1S to leave it in thepoteco .h . h. ..d
The difficulties to be overcome are twofold. First is the llepaele_ Slate' eeta le lllgllläl er lle eiie lteelellele l es
queetien ef the obsenred lden(l(Y ef elemente, and seeond In a collage, each element breaks the continuity of the discourse tlty teiäeelc potemle ° _ He FUSS Hist colesl erht e

is the question of confused tectonic syntax and inappropri- and leads to a double reading: that of the fragment perceived in lllarg O een lllefle eenletltutnlg t
fi

Wlädew senlee t (ie
ate relation between those elements. Disimpaction may ef wal? ehe tleeeef the wie hesmeht es (fellht
eallowus te distinguish end exemine the nrehiteetonie iden_ incorporate into a new w 0 e, a 1 erent tota 1ty.

C ll S2 S
C Ka en an W. Cre an OW ioes W11’1 •OW eigin.

. . . . e .tity and the tectonic relation of archrtectural elements. ln ° ee S _“e ee lnvesegatlen man reveel m°°“S‘S((’“°“·’_S er lmpjac
order to clarify tectonic relation I use the analogues of the llelle ee _a larger er emallel(_eeale* aaa may eeellmle llelll
text end the eejlagei end fer identity, the anelegue efpeen er Ä; e the relations are satisfactorily revealed without 1ncons1sten—
ie Stmngenesszre Ä tt “ ve; gee cy. Thus: The wall ts, and then the wall must end to allow__{‘t; •Ä fi Qäaee the window to be. These two are mediated by a boundary.

4 ‘ ‘: _» -*f’T ‘ «~ . ».
...the function of poetic art is that of "making strange" the T/ 7/* ai? \¤„ . ,._.... __
object depicted. People living at the seashore grow so Fe/‘ I ’

Ä fz __ _
°??‘@€‘i?i:?(accustomedto the murmur of the waves that they never hear ‘ er · *2. A1. · eh Ä Ä
IÄYT.eit...Ourperception of the world has withered away; what has T; _e_ . Ä Fete: ‘ II: It I
Äremainedis mere recognition.Noam

Chomskys° ‘ _ }i‘n=·'
Ä k_„t?tQ*;‘,’QljE'; _„·i__·~ _ __ (· ~ r ( ( {QV

fsfettrifiiaäafThepoetic "making strange" is the calling into awarenessI.
. . . . ‘ ‘ "^S‘ ·"l ‘ :=*1r‘ „· _ "5,‘·· ’ · ·

„-V(ofthe object) from the common configuration 1n which lt __ ”"’l’r·‘¢ d' ¤I—‘1i‘Q€¤;:„·‘ {re In Ä ed gflj __‘ e IT · _ ‘
·.-aaaremainsimpacted and concealed.5‘ This revelation can be (F ,~T-

- - - - ' ‘“ ·W' -·(£r*·,:,I 6 .- t ” <’
Iseenalso in the work of Vincent van Gogh. His paintings I _g;§t!nl==_ »/' ,‘ ff/~· · ·
Tdepicta world which has lost its "ordinary" intelligibility E ( ‘ · ·

. . . . . 30 l ‘ ;rir;° "“T _ ._ F ‘ ‘ . T
and becomes unfamiliar, without presuppositions, and :_ ,~
Äuncanny.I

( ( ' }{’_ ' __,e„j I ' (’‘’( (
l ( [T;.F ((( ·'l;§?· V I

. . . . . . . ——····—*·· ( 9 ((‘Ü‘iei F
This necessitates a self-conscious questioning orcriticaldialectic

of the element and its "condition” relative to I
F-•

• l

-

( ’( de
{othorComponCnts and materlals· The whole mlghl he 30 Pablo Picasso, Still Life with Chair Caning, 1912. ' ·
Qi.?erceivednot as the mish-mash of im aoted elements: 31 Stanle Mathews, Deconstructed Handrail, drawin . ; I. ( if (dell

P P Y S . I·31 13



Within this, the window is (of course, we have assumed that such that its thinness, delicacy and attachedness are
the wall has no inconsistencies.) If the window has an oper- contrasted with the massiveness of the support behind,

A AA 5.; Ü- +1* y able component, that too might be mediated. If we now thus engendering the dialogue of surface and structure
. . . . . .add that the wall IS of concrete and the pane 1S of glass, (f1g.32). One must approach architectural drawmg w1th

then the dialectic reveals that the not- window/not·wall similar scrutiny. The juncture between two materials may
boundary is really a matter of mediating between two be designated by a single line, but how is this to be under-
dissimilar materials. The boundary is the frame which stood? There are in reality two surfaces and a boundary
must attach to the wall (wh1ch must in turn receive 1t) and between, small though lt may be.

-iT 1 it must also receive the glass For each to function within
. .T . . . . · -T_ the collage of parts lt must 1n itself have tectomc 1ntegr1ty. “···the h°“hdeVY et e hedY *5 hetthet e Part et the ¤¤¤1¤S¤d hedY

nor a part of the surrounding atmosphere.”
, Jasper Johns (citing Leonardo da Vinci).$3

The use of stone veneer also has the potential to engage
more fully in a tectomc discourse, 1f lt is revealed to be a Thus, the text of arch1tecture may be constructed or "wr1t·

- -
„

- 1 1 „ T „ •veneer instead of an apparent solid. It can be configured ten w1th disimpacted, revealed terms, w1th care takenA
1

T 1T1··=111111·1T . —“
aa #11*Ü1Ü 11..1 . 1
Ä TT · . 1 TT 1 •·T - _;

1 32 Carlo Scarpa, Querini-Stampalia Foundation, Venice.
33 Stanl€Y Mathews, Arch, detail. .1;-....;.11 T“‘*1 TT .1 TT 111
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at those instances where different terms may potentially Herein lies the difference between considering construc- 9.},};,9 gl ~ 9 - _,
overlap and appear coincidential and form new clichés. tion as the technocratic management of preconceived parts
What is difficult is that we have come to recognize things and codes, and building as the tectonic joining of‘noin the complex interaction of these manifold terms, but elements. The wanderer in the forest might construct a
·'ithe shorthand of their impacted states, the overlaps, the dwelling, selecting and assembling branches, grasses,
<apparcoincidences. When we think of "window,” it is leaves and logs, not according to some standard method
__extremelydifficult to avoid considering the impacted state but according to a particular language of assembly which 5
{ofwindow instead of the various constituent architectonic must be realized and grasped. How different is the pup- g FQ, 9. 99 ,,.1-::-.}jelemen sand tectonic relations which may be disimpacted tent, the kit-of-parts, with a specialized and invariable F—anrevealed. Yet this "revealing” which underlies function encoded within each part.‘° This does not at all
jconstructis itself the essence of teckna5" In his analysis mean to deny pre-fabrication. Pre·fabrication has tremen- F
,’of

technology and teckna Martin Heidegger points out dous potential, since it is by nature a matter of the joining
Ä.that"]eckné belongs to bringing-forth, (revealing, not of discrete elements. The difficulties

arise because the
manufacturing), to poiésis; it is something poetic.”“ prefabrication is often concealed and made to appear not- , Yprefabricated.

_" ä _ _{ ‘
A few diverse examples of deconstructed elements may be, found in the work of Robert Venturi, Carlo Scarpa and

" Mario Botta. ln Venturi/Scott·Brown°s addition to the
Allen Art Museum at Oberlin College we find one example
(fig. 35). Here, the exaggerated lonic column is not only

Y 2; ‘ disimpacted as Column, but engages 1n a complex h1stor1- 5
·f:Y, cal and tecton1c d1scourse. The deconstructed, double-

··°““··~~_ Y ’9 reading column proclaims its identity not only functionally
5 Ä as vertical-support-element, but as column, as sign.*g‘g é' 5*

é 5 5 The pivoting door in Carlo Scarpa’s CastelvecchioMuse-‘·'·5-;
_ g __ um differentiates the identity of the door itself from the ,5{{

.......99 g { wall (fig. 36). The door does not swing from hinges; it 35
pivots eccentrically, simultaneously revealing two open-

1 g
{
i ings, large on one side and small on the other. The major';jÜ{{,Ü{j,{ °‘--. { opening is for passage, the minor opening is to reveal that ’.,,9..--- ’ { 9 9 the wall has ended to allow the door to be.

<% 1
Z'; The deconstruction of impacted elements is not only a
Ce" 2 5 means of reclaiming some of the richness of architecture, it

gg F F , is also structurally and functionally rational (these two are
Ü combined in techne'). It is also a means of reducing the

distance between architect and engineer. Many of the ·
difficulties discussed in this paper stem from specializa-

compartmentallzétlou <>fth1¤k¤_¤a· Undef the 34 Robert Ventur1/Scott-Brown, Add1t1ons to the Allen
g, _ 1 .· 9 · pos1t1v1st mandate, the arch1tect has had license to ignore Memorial Art Museum, 1975, detail, Oberliu, Ohio,{{{‘ 5 5 « all else but a limited set of issues. However, this has not 35 Carlo Scarpa, Castelvecchio Museum, Verona. _ 15



always been the case historically. It is the relatively recent Äl II {W} °,_‘_Ä•• • • • ‘ j‘result of the split between architect and engmeer or1g1nat·
ing with the division between the Ecole des Beaux Arts
(making architecture a matter of aesthetics and rmage) and.

. .the Ecole Polytechn1que(mak1ng construction a problemg
. .

—the engmeer to solve).57 Incredible as lt may seem, the
TÄcupractice in France today is for the architect to _
,produceonly a perspccttvc and a model of the bu1ld1ng: It
Iwhatlt looks like. This is then given over to the engineer Ä 5 - Ä , ,,_ 1·_• • •

·
Ä e Ä { .f rs ‘

Ä
,..}•.-• odecides how and of what it w1ll be built. The architect . - ._

£é„hno idea (or interest) whether the building will be of -— I J ’
__ M, J N ‘°"

IIsteeor concrete, since lt will all be dressed 1n some veneer Q; —- .. T1"' ” „..- , II,{=---anyto make lt look like the model. -:%;-_Ä 5;: ··;—-,— £—-.i ,....

5*Onlyby breaking down this artiiicial d1st1nct1on can Ä; ‘·
4.ICCIOHICÜXPTESSIOH l)€COI1’l€ HH Integral part of 3I‘ChI’[€C· 36

I’ ‘- - >..·:.,..·;‘.;,_ . ‘ '«··*"’I ‘··‘ II " ~~ · “
_,ture,without resorting to irrelevant h1-tech tours-deforce -1 Ä Jg- -—
of engineering. It is only through a critical engagement __ JJ;
with the wider range of issues truly relevant to architecture
that lt can rise to thepoet1c.„..-,.. - —

37
...Sind wir vielleicht hier, um zu sagen:Haus,J
Brücke, Brunnen, Tor, Krug, Obstbaum, Fenster,
·höchstens: Säule, Turm aber zu sagen, verstehs,
oh zu sagen so, wie selber die Dinge niemals
innig meinten zusein.Ä,2 Ä Ä
...Are we, perhaps, here only to say:House,·J,Ä--.= , Ä ~$,5;BridgeFountain, Gate, Jug, Fruit Tree,Window,..V"I«f°’I -at most: Column, Tower°?...but to sa}; youunderstand,I ·‘ ·’
oh to sa}; with an intensity the thingsthemselves¥ °
IjÄ__neverhoped toachieve...JU

--
‘.

. . .Rainer Mar1a Rilke, The NmthElegy.,.,1—

I]
Ä _ Ä Ä {Ä, . -; 3 2 J. IÄ gg. {I Ii I II

P Ä _
• • • ., ‘.'“\-

- .· I.‘y~ . Ä- I I I II")36 San G1m1gnano, General ‘— ,1 t __ { „ _£:;;"- gÄÄÄÄ;{Ä,,;,;~,;3Ä;;;f„;¥«,
37 33** Gimi%¤a“°· ,Q38Silo, Blacksburg, Virginia. '·'”ä' ”‘i‘J€‘ V V-’ ‘«- ' 3- ’¢"“ I · 'J - **2 —~~ 3R
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The Project

The Pro ect be HI] HS 3, d€S1 Il fOI° 31] HIT 3.118 älld I'IlI1S€•..___ —.
·.ufOI° the Cam A A P I h A I A VV......—‘VVV ¤PUS O lI°glI]l3. O ytec I°llC IlStltUt€ HI]

AUDlVCI°Slt . ThlS IIIUSCIIIAII IS lHt€Hd€d to SCTVC

VTo house a permanent c0llect10r1 of art for the umver--VV‘‘F»
- - - • • ;=·=·Slty. The UIIIVCTSII}" currently has ne1ther a SlgI1lfi·‘.V. - ..

«..°Al
A f k d f A °A A V, *. 'A %·¤·‘* “’ x’ "•t° W! · ” Mnt J. ’„"iicantco ect1on 0 artwor s nor a equate acx lt1€S or V_VVri_

2 To provxde fac1l1t1es for temporary and travellmg exh1·b1t10HS'
AA ‘:·—

To serve as a cultural lmk between the un1vers1t and · · V · '§·—*·..: t ?V‘· · ·· — "’ "‘ n.} ’
**'· • • Ü — Ä- v

.‘tOCOIIIIAIIIJIIIUCS. The pI°OpOS€d Slt€ IS along the A ° _

penphery of the campus, between the town and the

tt._ · . • U · . lu «.._.. ,l A ~. u IM.*Thecampus of Vlfglllla Polytechmc Ir1st1tute and State Umversxty m
__Blacksburg,Virginia. Ak
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The Site

The proposed location is not without problems. The site is
V

,‘

Vt elarge and undifferentiated parking lot on the North -,;__ - :,4 . .. - 1 ..11-. . __ ‘* , fs? Q
·Iedgeof campus (at the top of the aer1al photograph oppo· IAA *31•·V ’ 1 » 1 ; I MI *.1QQ I 1 F~> . . Q _, r Q F F g-LV Id .· I FF ·,

site), the effective commuter entrance for much of the1
• •faculty, student body and many v1s1tors (theproyect1.11; ·· $,-;,,1.:;,,,FQ. . AL f°•;,,QQ 1_1

1 .~ A ·= -1 ° . . ‘T T 11ncludes a plan for the renewal of the parking area). -_ x~:w:1w-7¤;—{,1;;_.I,A:.,z,_.__,_f‘“j_j’ " ***'-·~11¤~;1·=.:;—·4 •° .

If the University s formal entrance along the tree-hned
Mall towards the East 1S seen as the "front-door" to the

Q l Qcampus, the site chosen for the museum IS defin1tely the A A .A
A'well·trave"back door." Although 1t occupies a sigmfi- · - ·

Q F
,1clocation as a campus boundary and serves as a pI'1Il-
c1pal gate and a transitron between the campus and the• · · " „· -11town,1tlS currently a placeless wasteland, having no ’- “ *FQ 1 _! a Q Ä?} _-·.

.srgmficant character.

. . . . .In considermg bu1ld1ng here, lt became clear that the
. . .
‘issrelevant to this Sltc were much greater than could be. . .addressed by the Slmplü addition of one element. The{h

• • • • •question became, not "what bu1ld1ng 1S r1ght?", but AAIII1 - 1 1what ways 1S the Sltß wr0ng?" Given the extant conditions1
_ _ _

of the site and 1ts marginal relation to the campus, could
any bu1ld1ng belong to that place?

I..I“°Ä.A aPhot0gYaPh of the Virginia Tech camPus. .- A L ‘°n. *1~1site from the south.



. . . . . . . .However, the chaotic condition is not exclus1ve to this site. The difüenlty steine from the plan
. . . .of the campus as a whole. The original campus plan grew out of the basic grid structure of.the IOWII plan. tllß 1970’s, IICW COIISUIICIIOII begall to VlOlate that OI'lg1I1al Ofdel'.

Newer buildin s to the south side of cam us were sited more or less at random,II
apparently to provide the "green space” popular at the tlme.

* ¢ gfÖ.

—. _v••g‘3
//Iq“\ Ä. "'i"

;g;aÖ¤^:QQ;. Far from confronting these difficulties, the current ‘Campus Infill Plan‘ simply 1gnores and
compounds the problems. This plan avoids the questions of growth and building within aye? ..,*§i;Ä;QQ’Ü£.“Üg> J ‘*‘Ü—„fQi§€I.;<—. matrix lacking in definition, and merely proposes filling-in the available space between

‘ .:..j„;._;,, existing buildings. As it 1S "s1lted-1n" like some disused canal, the campus-structure is syste-
matically destroyed.

It was clear that for this site, the design of any building must be predicated on an extensive
deconstruction and claritication of the issues of that ill-defined and chaotic locus. Thus the
deslgll process became II1OI'e of a plallfllflg pl'0C€SS III t€l'1’I1S of I'€€St3bllSl’11I1g the deflI11tlOI1, . .alld ChaI°aCteI° of the m1CI‘OCOSm of the site ltS€lf 3.Ild the IIl3.CI‘OCOSII1 of the campus as a whole.

T20



Disimpacting the Site

How ma a site be deconstructed and clarified? 1/
’#‘*z"< :„’ I" With the loss of structure and definition, a locus de ener-7;;;,: _Let us examine some of the issues and strate 1es: .. H /~„l&’}*f,·' H. 165 atcs 1nto the chaos of a random field. Further buildm IS

\ )*~•l\~° I • • • •

vi-„"„d«»^*“"·
"‘„?^·”Ä‘

of no conse uence; no one bu1ld1n or location is an~ { ( wi kl; «‘t <,>·i ;‘~;y26-J ~.,#;’~.6 -%,1 better than another. 1t makes little difference where anyKl new structure is added until the locus is clarified •

The first step to clarifying the disorganized and chaotic
locus rs to 1dent1f the ed es. Once the l1m1t and boundar
conditions are establ1shed, the questions of densrty, of.. . . .1ns1de and outside, and hierarchy can become meanmgful.

'

Once the bounda conditions are clarified, the inherent
order, pattern or structure of the site may be identrfied and. ... .revealed. This may be the clar1f1cat1on or extension of
some latent pattern or the revealrng of an underly1ng

• • •66 77geology. Lackmg these, an ordermg pattern derived
from the surroundings may be synthesized and imposed.

With the establishment of the boundary conditions and an. .ordering pattern, a b1&S may now be set up to address the
• • • •issues of hierarchy and focus. Directxonal elements estab-• • •l1sh a relation between outlying or boundary elements, and
central or focal elements.

The outl in elements ma in turn become nodes forY g Y • •secondary growth. A new pattern emerges against which
future growth can occur.

" {ATL·"""§‘i'
";:~r"iJ• _\,• L 7A.”21



Iutervcntiousz
Reconstructing the Site

The site is ürst cut by a wall, which establishes the limit to The ordering pattern is revealed by extending, synthesiz- Directional elements are added, establishing a bias and
the campus at a om-:·half mile radius from the center of the ing and clarifying the salicnt rectilinear order underlying reference to the hierarchical center. Walkways step down
campus, at the drillüeld. The curve of this boundary sets the original pattern of the town and campus. The gradual from the extremeties of the site inwards towards the drill-
up the distinction between "outside” and "insidc,” slope of the site is terraced and planted according to this ücld. These passages cut through the rise of the campus,
demarcating the boundary at which the site "begir1s its pattern. This provides an ordered establishment of build- linking the level of the drillüeld with the level of the
presencing.” In addition, this one-mile circle could provide ing and parking sites. terraced site.
enhanced boundary conditions to other parts of the
CHHIPUS.

A AA A _A A —A A A A A A AA A
AA22



A Pattern For Coherent Growth

As an alternative to the random "Infill Plan,” a new
pattern is established for coherent growth, against and
within which growth can occur. The focal point is the
museum building, which reiterates the curving boundary
and bridges the intra- and the extra- mural. The museum is
envisioned as the focal point for the future expansion of
campus buildings, here schematically laid out to form new
campus spaces. This new campus space is to be flanked by
parking areas, arranged like the buildings, within theordering pattern of thesite.1
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The Museum
Between Town and University

The museum plan recapitulates the site plan, as an inter-
nal and external focal point of the campus-boundary. The Icentral passage connects the inside to the outside of the T A
Tcampus,further reiterating the elements of l1m1t and Iboundary, transition andpassage.TiEElT-
The curved outer portion of the musuem 0uts1de the walls. . . . .IS the TTpI1bllCTT part of the museum, containing galleries
for temporary exhibitions by area artists. A glassed—in

I I ·IIpassageacts as a bridge from the outer to the TTll’1I1€I'TT J AA · 2**T
bulldlrlg, Wh1Ch houses 3

2-Thmaterials of the project, concrete, concrete block and
3l'€ €IIlplOy€f.l III W3yS Cl'l3I‘3CI€I‘1SI1C of l‘€g1OI13l

applications in and around the campus. The "hokeyst0ne”
veneer which characterizes the campus is used in a way
that clearly delineates the veneer from the support.

IT5****A -2 TTTDiagram:The museum as a passage
Sketch of the Museum

"‘226



A Place for Artwork.

What do artworks require? Simply, they require
rooms;neutraland integral spaces appropriate to the scale and11sneeds of the artwork. Standard practice for thedesign of galleries and museums is to provide "flexibiliYY,”in the form of moveable partitions and so forth. Yet this isEdesign approach more to accomodate the needs of the 9AA:galleryadministrators than the requirements of
artworks.Therefore,this museum is not organized to accommodate1a"flexible” chronological grouping of artworks, but a 11Asynchronicgrouping, according to their spatial require- V·Aments.The plan of the building thus derives from a 11 1 VV V-V1:
;;;¤diagrammaticanalysis of this alternate taxonomy of f ° V 1'artworkThe Museum building inside the walls, containing A 1
_thuniversity collection, represents a conjugation of these V., 1 · 1 __1Vr_1__V1_spacesbig—small, open-closed. Thus, there are small VV.1spacesfor small things; big spaces for big things, and a .1 AY 111V__ ('transistionspace to the outdoor works.

AAArrequire settingS Which do not interfere with them. · ‘ A Y?VThethe building is like a neutral shell, and becomes Vactivated as a place only with the addition of artwork. _

1 :11Y 1USpac s:open/closed, big/small V · Y 1V A 1 V1 1 A 1
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Plan, Section, Elevations
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Site perspective from the West

Ä ‘
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Aerial perspective from the North
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An architect must address the needs and actions of human-
ity, not on the superficial level of established codes and
iconography, but on the level of the experiential. It is from. . . .th1s pos1t1on that the architect can develop coherent struc-
tures to deal with emergent meta·narratives and even
contribute to their formation. Culture may require narra-
tives, perhaps even some sort of consensus, but it can noA1 _ longer be one of monolithic sameness.

1‘Iam for an interrelational and interactive architecture, one
which maintains a critical stance vis a vis its locus, its
purposes and its elements and materials. This is not a. . .disassociated and detachedabstract "1deal,” but a self-
conscious choice, conviction and commitment to a coher-
ent and digmfied order to human CXISTCHCB.

39 Stanley Mathews, Study for a city within a cliff, betweentwodesertecosystems. 1
‘33



Notes

1 Werner Heisenberg, Physics and Philosophy (New York, 1958), p. 58. 9 Maurice Merleau-Ponty, The Phenomenology ofPerception (New York, 1962),
p. 243.

2 Latin, textus: fabric or structure, texere: to weave."Text" refers to the complex
enframing constructions and interactions of signifier and signified. Besides being 10 ...placing (the works of antiquity) in a collection has withdrawn them from their own world. But even
yeedeble ag e whglea the text een also be decOded_ "TeXt’, meens met-e then htet-eyy when we...visit the temple at Paestum at its own site...the world of the werk that stands there has
writing, ineindina. artietie, arehiteetnrai, rnueieai and fiirnie eenetruetione (See also perlshede. Henceforth they remain merely such objects...The whole art lndustry...extends only to the
rootnota44)object·be1ngof the works. But thls does not constltute their work-belng....i Heidegger, " The Origin of the Work of Art," op. cit., pp. 167- 168.

3 There is an interesting parallel with particle physics and especially Werner Heisen-, . .. . .. ‘ " ‘ F°1"ThAt°—Atht°Ptberg s Uncertalnty Prlnclple. There are several aspects to thls prlnclplez One may li Expanded iii de 8 ri L es 8 ic( Or
determine either the velocity or the location of an electron, but not both. The elec- Ownsim ’ ’ '
t tb dtd °ltdt'tt'tth ttfth t .. . .um Caimo ii im .CrS OO as im rse ii ii im 1.y CX error O ii O C Sys em 12 The tendency to break up phenomena into isolated elements IS fundamental 1n ourof contlngent relation to other partlcles. The instruments and conditions of t _ _
experimentation and observation are in themselves interferences on the action of Very anguagie _. . . . . . . . . We cut up and organlze the spread and flow of events as we do largely because, through our motherthe particle, thus objectlve analyis of dlscrete and isolated phenomena ISimpossible.__ _ _ tongue, we are parties to an agreement to do so, not because nature itself IS segmented ln exactly thatSee: Gary Zukavi The Damng ir/u'°Lr Me-rterer Ari Overview Ofrhe New Physics way. Languages differ not only in how they build their sentences, but in how they break down nature(New Yorkr 1980)- into the elements to ut into those statements. B the terms we use we attribute a semi-fictitiousP Y

isolation to segments of experience in order to deal withthem.4
Pafadigm refers to a set of axioms Or presuppositions On which Values and belief For example, English terms, like "sky,” "hill," "swamp," persuade us to regard some elusive aspect
Systems are foundedt one works The geocentrie model of the of l'lailirCiS €I‘idl€SS variety as a (iiSiiIlCi tiiiilgt almostt a table otr chair. ·Tl'iUS arld similar
universe). A paradigmatic crisis occurs when these basic values lose their validity. ierigrree ieiiii us re irirrik er irre urrrierse ee ii eeiieeiree er reiter rireirrrer ebieeie ami ereee. . . . . correspondlng to words. Indeed thls IS the lmpllclt picture of classical physics and astronomy — thatHowever, even 1f contrad1ct1ons and dlscrepancles result from a set of accepted . . . . . . ._ _ _ _ _ the universe IS essentlally a collection of detached objects of different slzes... Thus as goes ourparadigms, elaboratetmeasures will be taken to amend and maintaln them untll eeameatatien et the taee et nature, ee aeee ear phyeiee et the eeetaeemanother paradlgm ar1ses which better accounts for phenomena. See: Thomas Kuhn, Benjamin Lee Wherf, iesnaeet Time, Lanauaaetw Laaaaaaet Tlteaaltt aatl RealityThe Structure ofScientüic Revolutions (Chicago, 1970). (Cambridge, 1956).

5 Meriiri Heidegger, "B¤iidi¤g, Dweiiirrg, Tiii¤i<irig," Berie Wriiirigr (New Yerk, 13 To be sure, there ttte exceptions. Although still spatially confined, Anthony Caro’srgiilr P· 332 work certainly tends to engage its space and break down the centralized, isolated
aspects of sculpture.6 Dr. Jerri Brooklyn-Pike on Greek funerary monuments.

_ 14 Robert Morris, "The Present Tense of Space,” Art in America (Jan/Feb 1978), p. 73.7 Chöra: Space or room in which a thing is.
ConnrrY» Piaoei sPor· 15 Within the ast ear, the entire museum has been com letel redesi ned to create_ , , P Y P Y 8Pos1non» ProPer Pieoe ef e Person er iinng· _ enclosed spaces, with false ceilings to block off the activity overhead.Land, country town. (Liddell and Scott, Creek-English Lexicon, p. 2015.)
Special thanks to Dr. Susan Kane, Oberlin College. 16 Merieatapantyt an eita n_ 323_Jacques Derrida enlarges on the concept of chora, as the matrix or field of being-

rieser rrie Piece ei origin er or iieirig (iieu de iierre) er riie irieeiiiiriiriie ririiiy er being 17 Of course, some artists make conscious and ironic use of this to disconcert the spec-and place. From my notes taken at a lecture delivered by Derrida, at the Ecole tatortNormale Supérieure, Paris, November,1985.·
_ _ 18 Heidegger, "Building, Dwelling, Thinking,” op. cit., p. 330.8 "By means of the temple, the god is present in the temple. This presence of the god

is in itself the extension and delimitation of the precinct as a holy precinct." Martin 19 Pant Rieoeun History aaa Path (Evanetant IL, 1965).Heldegger, "The Origin of the Work of Art," op. cit., p.168._‘34



20 "[Modern architecture]...substituted for the classical trinity of commodity, firmness The discourse becomes a way of orienting oneself within a narrative system as an
and delight, a dialectic of means and ends joined by the criteria of economy." A. integral part of that narrative, as distinct from mere subscription to the pre-formed
Vidler, "The Third Typology,” Rational Architecture (1978), p. 30. recitations of instrumentality. That is also the function of poetry and "strangeness”,

(see page 13 of the text) not to tell how a thing is significant, but to provide to the
21 "The individual habitable unit,...the Existenzminimum presupposed a static rela· individual the means to re-create and experience through the interior discourse for

tionship between a certain style of life-hypothetical even if statistically verifiable himself and on his own terms how it is significant,
and a certain type of lodging." Aldo Rossi, The Architecture of the City
(Cambridge, 1984), p. 76. Architecture can be seen as an oral tradition, and it is the multiple dialogues that

are important, those which involve transformations of essentially linguistic syntactic
22 ...Semper clearly attempted to make the process of design analogous to the resolution of an algebraic structures through discussion, material manipulation, poetry, music and so on. The

equation. The "variable” represented the manifold aspect of reality that architecture had to take into purpese gf these dialggues is to develep a eritiea] understanding and the ability toi‘.i2Z‘;?;i.§.‘;°r?.‘i};‘;i?.‘;.IIE‘.i§i§“.§iZ.Z.§$“§§i?.Ei.l.‘iiiT;i°i§.‘ii"i".‘2§S‘ L‘§.*;i?.?".;‘i$;iY.‘;iS;i2’2;i.€.’.i‘.ZiiL‘;°" meinen e deieeee emee eheeeee e end Tie eieeeefe
forms of structural determinism or the more subtle attemlplis to utiilize psychological, sociological or ttlttt tttttt ttttlltttl htlshtttvtltl well as tl tllllld anti dtltlhttlltl P°d“g°g‘° Strategy tltltl lltttlltll
CVCH aesthetic V3.I'18.bl€S. MOIC I°€CC!'lt1y, V3.I°10US SOph1St1CHtCd l'X1€tl'lOdOlOg1CS 3.Hd CVCI] COHIPUYCTS Calclty Into a Styltstltc dogma and acadetlttlc tttgldttyt TO create, One ttluslll establlsh
have been applied to design, always failing, however, to come to terms with the essential question of a ettttteal nttttttattlle dtaleettei One must teeeh, tt het Students. then Oneseltl? hut the
meaning in architecture. narrative dialogue must continue. When this ceases, one works within a Vacuum and
Alberto Perez·Comez, Architecture and the Crisis ofModern Science (Cambridge, creation ceases as well.
1984), p. 7.

27 "...dans les epoques de dislocation historiques, nous sommes chassés du lieu..."
23 Paul Ricoeur, op. cit. Jacques Derrida, L’Ecriture et la Dwérence (Paris, 1967), p. 14.
24 Roland Barthes, Image-Musicfllext (London, 1977), p. 116. 28 These conditions are by no means exclusive to the United States, nor even to

western culture. This becomes obvious if one compares the characters of the
25 The supporting Meta-narratives of political and intellectual freedom are no longer politico-religious fundamentalist movements in the United States and in Iran.

viable because, according to Francois Lyotard, "technology, particularly informa-
tion and communications technology, has irreversibly taken over all the positions of 29 Rosalind Krauss, op. cit., p. 31.
power.” Colquhoun, Art Criticism, v.2, no. 1 (1985), p. 34. Lyotard outlines three
measures for resisting technocratic coopting: 30 Locus here means more than just site or "context." It implies a fabric, composed of
—Narrative knowledge as opposed to scientific knowledge.(See footnote 26) a convergence of cultural, historical, geographical and geological contexts, memory,
—Language games, resisting of universalized meaning. city, "expanded site” or phenomenal field, or the chora.
—Paralogy of Science; diversity and complexity versus technocratic performative
efficiency. 31 Attributed to Cornifucius. From Ulmer, Applied Grammatology (Baltimore, 1985),
See: Franeois Lyotard, The Postmodern Condition: A Report on Knowledge, Trans. p. 71.
Bennington and Massumi, (Minneapolis, 1984).

32 Context...has nothing to do with the architecture of the city, but rather with the making of a
26 Iii a time of Meta-narrative stability, architectural education might well be a matter eee¤e--wheee very preeerree eervee te preeerve terms ee they ere and te immehihze hfe, eeddehirrs ue

of training. But in a time of change, architectural education cannot be a matter of like "’°“l‘l°l’e ieiiiisie et e Veliielieil “'°‘l‘l·
learning architecture informationally, but of experiencing it as a dialogue of narra· Aldo Bosse op' cll°’ p' l2'lt°
tlvttt tlttttltyl tltlt tts Stlltllltltll Klltlwltllgtl lt gtlllltltl tllttlllgtl ttttltlltlttltltlt es tllltl 33 Some of these considerations are variously described in the work and thought ofapplies ideas to the resistant structures of language, or any other coherent syntax. _ _ _ _ ,
An exam le is Walter Ben°amin’s distinction between novel nd sto . What is Aldo ROSSL Luigi Smzzl and Rottttt Vtututt tP J a VY
ltlltltltttlllt ls tlllt tlltl lltltltltlg llt the tlttyl tlllt tlltl ltttllltlg llt ltl 34 The site-specificity of architecture also extends to regional and vernacular varia-For the wanderer doesn’t bring from the mounta1n slope a handful of earth to the valley, untellable . „ . . . . ,, .earth, but Only Some word hc has www tions. See: Kenneth Frampton, Towards a Critical Regionahsm, The Anti-
Raiuer Maria Rilke, The Nimh E-Iggy Aesthettc (Port Townsend, WA, 1983). A 35



35 By extension of the argument, the sculptural tendencies we have examined are may use the analogue of art. Transparent art simply portrays from within its own
themselves manifestations of a Postmodern condition in sculpture. closed set of singularly defined terms. (My use of transparent here is not to be

36 "The architectonic process as [Adolf] Hildebrand conceives it, is the construction confused with Colin Rowe’s transparenz). It is illustrative and transparent inasmuch
and ordering of forms in space in such a way that they define and organize the as it establishes clear and limited purposes and programs at the outset, and illus-
space.” Suzanne Langer, Feeling and Form (New York, 1953), p. 73-4. trates them with cliched signs and symbols. Nothing is really revealed. This includes

not only the realism of the Norman Rockwell print, but the abstraction of simplistic
37 Kenneth FrarnPtOn- aTOWards a Critical RegtOnahsrni” The Antidesthetic (POrt formalism as well. No questions are raised that are not immediately answered; no

Tewnsendi What 1983), P- 26- poetic potential engaged. Art which is obscure is that which frustrates our under-
_ _ _ _ _ standing with a false profundity. Lacking the ability to address real significance, the38 Seet Chttettah Netbetgsehhtzt Getttua teet- Thwttrdtt a Phettemettetegy Of"4rehttee° artist constructs the smokescreen of complicating and conflicting signs which mysti-tttre (L°tttt°ht 1980) fy the work. It is a gratuitous "making strange.” We are left feeling foolish and

39 The tttiatieiiei grid,” or the rectilinear etththvieieii of the American eetititietit wae eheateet Beh e tate htathttags taetttate hetweeh etattty a“‘t.°t’se“.ttty‘ Attthtattehe (et
. . . . complex) art, however, rewards our efforts to understand with msights, with a certainadopted as a national policy 1n 1785 by the Conttnental Congress. See: J. B. Jack- . . . . . .. satisfaction, but with the knowledge that there 1S more. to be discovered. Each timeson, American Space (New York, 1972). . . . . .we return to the work, we discover some new thing. Insight IS contmuously revealed,

40 "...the relief and design of structures appears more clearly when content, which is hhttttthg eh ptevtetta thetghte Sthee the teehe et meeththg shttte wtthth the textt
the living energy of meaning, is neutralized, somewhat like the architecture of an theetttthg te het etette Ott ebe°tttte‘ Theretete tt petmtte ah ehgethgeteeeutee et
lmihabited Or deserted Citymii Derrida, Writing (md DW-,}renCe, P. 13. insight. There are no single meanings, rather the complex 1nteract1ons· of our

thoughts as we re-create for ourselves the 1ntens1ty of feeling of the artist. Works
41 The use gf (leuius Leei is based ()[1_]_B_ _]aekseh’s dgfinitigng which have "survived the test of time" and appear continually fresh are works

1. It is of a place which has its own order and laws. which address the eOntPleXttY Ott arnhtgnttla
2. It is at once embedded in the world and distant from it. _e. it is eeitiieetett to httttttttt tetiiity thtettgh tittiti tiiti htiiitttii tetietti. 48 Steihfeele htehttetthtgletgt thd“ttg§getet§3ehteht» the Aha
From my notes taken at a lecture by J. B. Jackson at Oberlin College, October, 1986. an H ueme eetgth Ppe‘tttt'ee‘e’ He' ( emmer )’ p' '

42 l..ouis Kahii pcitited cut that architecture is preceded by irietituticue, cultural/eccial 49 Some et täte tttegt eatäthe exftmptes Et these ettetegtee eeie ttäe sthtethtes et Zehe
agreement and accord. (See: John Lobell, Between Silence and Light (Boulder, Haéatétatt bthe OOP tmme btttth W ehe Sttattgetteee tm ee egmg am qutte ttttmt
1979). an o en izarre.

43 "The house we were born in is more than an embodiment of home, it is also an ee Neem Chemekae Language add Mind (New Yerk’ led2)°p° 2a'
embodiment of dreams. Each one of its nooks and corners was a resting place for 51 Heidegger 0p_ Cie p_ 164.daydreaming. And often the resting-place particularized the daydream.” Gaston
Bachelard, The Poetics ofSpace (Boston, 1969), p. 15. 52 Group Mu, eds. Collages, from The Anti-Aesthetic (Port Townsend, WA, 1983), p. 88.

Ulmer cites this passage in his explanation of Derridats concept of the "gram."
44 ...we say "writing" for all that gives rise to an inscription in general, whether it is literal or not and

even if what it distributes in space is alien to the order of the voice: cinematography, choreography, of 53 Cited by John Cage, “Jasper Johns: Stories and Ideas,” The New Art, Gregory Batt-
course, but also pictorial, musical, sculptural ‘jwriting." Cook, ed. (New York, 1966) p_ 219_Jacques Derrida, De La Grammat0logze(Par1s, 1967), p. 19.

54 H 'd , . 't., . 180.45 Jacques Derrida, Positions, trans. Alan Bass (Chicago, 1981), p.26. et eeeer ep et P
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ , 55 Heidegger, "The Question of Technology;

’
op. cit., p. 294.46 The cut also relates to vert1cal1ty, brmgmg mto the ptcture Hetdegger s fourfold of .

dw¤lli¤g= earthi Skyt Tnertals and dtVtnttte$· ("B¤ildi¤g, Dwellingt Thinking! t OP- 56 This analogy is adapted from professor Tom Regan. See also: Claude Levi-Strauss,
ett-)- The Savage Mind (Chicago, 1966).

47 To understand the distinctions between transparency, obscurity and ambiguity, we 57 See; Perez-Ggmezr ep, git,
‘ 36
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